Elwald-Aliot Surname Relations, and Emergence
Process which was used, was first finding Y-DNA matching with
surnames which correlated to localities, which match the surnames.
Three out of the four could be used Scarborough, Cave, and
Grisham, but not Dennis had locations on the the east coast of the
United Kingdom centering at N&S Cave.
Though this method was based on the naming convention of the
Normans where they that their names from their estates, and later
carried by gentry the name Elwald explained later was taken by
Scandinavian convention from the father, and maybe from the land
since elwald means measured or owned forest.
Given the above; it is felt that the Eliot/Elyot name came from Wm
de Aliot 1066, a French localitie.

It is felt that the French-Normans, developed variants of Aliot, and
the German-Scandinavians developed variants of Elfwald. It should
be noted that they basically converged on the name Elliot first a
variant of Aliot in 1650, at the time of the English Civil War, where
the Ellot of Scotland inserted an “i” into their name and it became
Elliot. It should be noted that today about 1 to 6 in the United
Kingdom spell their name spell their name Elliott as opposed to
Elliot, but in the the Border region of Scotland the numbers are
reversed. Retention of the name Elliot is important to today's
Borders.

Keith Elliott Hunter, has made noted the great number of variants in
the name Aliot which had developed most likely from southern
England where the earliest surnames seem to began.

The above map shows light blue regions where people came from
where their name became Elliot.
From Breton came the name Aliot to Eliot then Elliot, way before
1650, these are referred to as the Breton Eliot, of the NormanFrench Elliot.
From Denmark, came the name Elwald to Ellot then Elliot, but it
was not until they were in the Liddesdale/Plantations
(Ulster/Barbados/America) from the English Civil War did the
Scottish Anglican Royalist Ellot, become Elliot because of
indenture ship to English Cromwellian Puritans which today are

still insistent if the name is properly spell Ellot of inserting an “i”
into it.

The above shows that Eliot is a southern England
name, and only a change of the “A” in Aliot to an
“E” to become Eliot.
The name Eliot most likely came from Breton, and
not Denmark.

Possible locations of the emergence of the name
Elwald from North to South.
1. Toponym ca 1350 east of Edinburgh, their was a medieval
surburb of the name Elwald.
A Nicholas Elwald lived in the suburb;

Nicholas Elwald, could have received his name
from Elwaldside a medieval suburb of Edinburgh.
2. Joseph fitz (son of) Elwald Coldingham;

Joseph son of Elwald about 1250 could have
become Joseph Elwald.
3. Thomas filius Elwald de Hedreslaw 1275.

Thomas filius (son of) Elwald de (of) Hedreslaw,
could have become Thomas Elwald 1275.
4. John Elwald son of Elwald of South Creake 1330-40

Shows above the above Elwald 1327, Matilda
Elwald, and Henry Elwald 1332. Also a John
Elwald son of Elwald of South Creak 1330.

5. Alanus Elfwald likely son of Elfwald and father of Alan
Elwald 1248.
Above one can see an the name Elfwaldi, and a Alanus Elfwold
(Elwald).

One needs to note; Elfwald is the name of a king whose supposed
tomb is in the Priory of Hexam.
Given it is likely that Alanus Elfwald would have named his oldest
son Alan, it is likely that;

It is felt that Alanus Elfwold is the father of Alan Elwald which is
the father of Robert Elwald of Remyngton (Remington), Lancaster.
Because this Robert Elwald comes from the name Elfwald it

increases his likelihood of being the first chief of the Elwald clan.

The above shows a Master Elwett in 15th century roll of Yorkshire,
has a crescent in the chief (crescent symbolizes being the chief). This
could be a family of Yorkshire related to the chief line of Redheugh.
Below shows Elwet name used in Liddesdale.
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